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New 35th anniversary edition"The older I get, the more things there are that tend to make me

nervous. I don't see myself as full of cowardice, but as lacking in courage. Given death on one hand

and destruction on the other, I have occasionally behaved in manly fashion, but show me an easy

way out and I take it."Thus the Payson credo.And thus, behind the self-effacement, a sensible

attitude for anyone tackling the formidable challenges and risk of sailboat cruising.The bare outline

of Payson's story is a familiar one but with a unique twist: at middle age, a couple decides to take

four of their six children on a 38 foot boat, depart work ashore (in the Paysons' case, the smoky

nightclubs of L.A.) and take up the cruising life. But the fleshing out of the story - a blend of

uproarious mishaps and white-knuckled action - is pure Payson with his style that gained him loyal

followers in Sail magazine and others around the world.In nearly seven years of South Pacific

island-hopping, the author not only has refined diverse boat-handling and boat-living skills, but has

learned that adversity can be funny (to readers, anyway). He applies this outlook to such universal

problems as broken-down heads, dilatory customs officials, dubious navigational fixes and coping

with gale-fore headwinds when a boat (his own beloved Sea Foam) is shaped more like a bowling

ball than a 12-meter.His shaky self-esteem notwithstanding, Herb Payson is a sailor with the kind of

hard-earned wisdom that only thousands of tough miles can confer, and his sage advice on the

hows and how-nots of cruising is well worth heeding. His story, told with eloquence and humor, will

surely rank as a classic of nautical literature.This special 35th anniversary edition is enhanced with

a foreword by Lin Pardey plus Herb s reflections on how cruising affected his children and his

relationship with his determined, lifelong partner/wife Nancy. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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This book is one of the best all-around, just-your-average-guy, kind of sailing story. There are many,

many books about guys who have been sailing their local waters all their life. They have always

owned a sailboat and have always known that some day they would take off over the horizon. That

is not the kind of guy Herb Payson was.The author and his wife just happened to decide that sailing

was the answer to a life that did not seem to be giving them the joy they were seeking. Nevermind

that between them they had very little sailing experience. It's this type of spirit for adventure and

desire to explore the unknown that many of us aspire to.The book is well written and truly a joy to

read. The author takes a witty and low-key approach to their sometimes eventful escapades. What

this book represented most of all, however, was that you don't have to have decades of sailing

experience or incredible endurance to take to a life of cruising. It is an inspirational piece and

required reading for anyone thinking of doing the same.

We purchased the book from Herb at the Annapolis Boat Show, she read it to me as we drove home

and we laughed at almost every paragraph she read. It sealed our desire to join the crusing world,

we soon began our search for a suitable crusing boat and began making plans to sell the house,

quite the jobs, and take off for the South Pacific. If Herb could make it to "paradise" then we can too.

His writing style will keep you laughing...

My dad gave me this book to read during our first week-long cruise on the Chesapeake with his new

34 Catalina. Not only was this book an instant favorite of mine, it was a perfect selection while I was

enjoying the sea myself. It made me want to buy a boat and cruise the world. I'm envious of his

travels! It's an endearing and hilarious read.

I'm landlocked in Colorado, with no real desire to cruise on an ocean or even a bay, yet I really

enjoyed reading this book. Herb and his wife, Nancy, were ordinary people except with perhaps

even more limited funds than most Americans. Yet they impulsively decided to take to the sea.

Somewhere along the way Herb started writing articles about his adventures (they almost always

needed extra money because something else on the boat had broken). Eventually that led to this

amusing, laugh out loud while reading it, book.Herb displays a fine sense of humor that never



comes across as mean, just amusing as he describes himself and the people he meets along the

way. This is a good book for sharing with others, then tucking it away on the bookshelf for another

read next year. And if any cruiser is trying to explain to a landlubber what it's like on the water, this

book would be the perfect gift to share both the bad (lost in the middle of a pitch black night

surrounded by dangerous coral heads) and the glorious (a village throwing a party in honor of your

visit). A charming book that is aging extremely well.

Both of these books ("Blown Away" and "You Can't Blow Home Again") are great and should be

read one after the other (The second is the continuing saga). The true story of a family that sells

everything to buy a boat and sail around the world. They only make it as far as the south pacific, but

it makes for year after year of adventures. As a sailor myself (coastal, not blue water) I felt he did a

great job of capturing the sharp contrast between the elation, exhilaration and sheer terror that can

be found in sailing. Mr. Payson's honest, care free and "oh well" attitude is something that I wish I

could capture for myself. Someone who does not mind laughing at himself.I only have one critique

of the books. Mr. Payson uses nautical terms and the names of boat parts as if they are a part of

everyone's daily vocabulary. I sail a simple sloop configuration and can name every component that

is applicable to our boat. But his repeated use of terms unique to multi-masted, wooden masted,

bow-sprinted boats kept sending me to the nautical dictionary. Since the book does not appear to

be targeted at highly experienced sailors, a little more explanation would have been nice.

Good book. A lot of travelog info, but some tips for new travelers. For example, when you pull into a

new anchorage where other boats are, don't be too cool--make it look like you're having difficulty

docking. That way, the people whose privacy you are diluting will feel sorry for you and invite you

over for a visit, instead of being put off that you are so much cooler than they are. I would have

never thought of that one!

This book is one of my favorites. If you love true adventures, and real-life drama, read this book!

Herb Payson does a wonderful job in drawing the reader into his boat and taking us for a ride! You

will have a mixture of dread, excitement, and anticipation as they cruise along from island to island.

This book will make you want to sell everything you own and move into your own boat. But don't let

their setbacks discourage you. They have several mishaps while out at sea... But I won't spoil the

fun and tell you what happens ---- This is good reading and I dare you to put the book down before

you are finished!!! Happy armchair sailing!
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